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stantsfollows immediatelyfrom the expressionfor the
moment-generatingfunction.
Thereforewe have an expressionfor f(s) as
x

f(s) = E /'i+ exp(ais + c,),
i=O

where

Forthe seriesto convergeit is necessarythatI|/exp(5)|
< 1. Even thoughthis conditionis satisfiedfor the parametervalues used in the simulations,however, convergence is very slow since ,/ exp(5) is nearly 1. Convergence can be improvedby adding and subtracting
terms from the geometric series that for large i, approximatethe series for f(s). The approximatingterms
are /+1 exp((i + 1)6 + X's + ti). Hence a usable form

ai+, = F'ai + F'a

for f(s) is

= F'(1 - F')'-a - F'i+2(1 - F')-a

and

,

= ep(Xs
++ /)
f(s) = exp('s

ci+, = ci + (a, + a)'b + (a, + a)'](ai + a)/2.

exp(6)

li+l(exp(a,'s + ci)

+

For large i,

6 exp(5)

i=O

a, = X + o(l/i)

- exp((i + 1)6 + X's + y/)).

and
i = (i + 1)6 + v + o(l1i),

where
X = F'(1 - F')-la,
3 = a'(1 - F)-l(b + I(1 - F')-la/2),
and
?, = -a'F(1

- F)-2(b + 2(1 - F')-a/2)

- a'(1 - F)-1F'(1

- F')-2a/2

+ C a'(1 - F)-lFiF'i(l

- F')-la/2.

i=1

The last sum in the equationfor V/can be relatedto the
stationaryvarianceof the AR(1) process. It is worth
notingthat all autoregressivemovingaverage(ARMA)
processes can be written as vector AR(1) processes,
statevector
althoughwitha possiblyhigher-dimensional
and a possiblysingularvariancematrix.

An alternativemethodof doing the simulationsconsistsof simulationof the AR(1) processdirectlytogether
with a numericalsolution of the pricing equation to
obtainv,. Writtenin termsof the log(w,x)' coordinates,
a Gauss-Hermitequadratureseems natural.For some
of the sets of parametervalues used in the simulations,
12 0( 12 point quadraturewas used to numericallysolve
the precedingequation. Agreement of the numerical
solutionwith the analyticsolutionwas extremelygood.
The methodused by Tauchento solve the pricingequation for his simulationswas similarto this numerical
method,but the spacingof the gridpointswas not chosen to be those of the Gauss-Hermitequadraturerule.
Because a numericalsolutionof the previouslymentioned type soon becomes infeasibleas the dimension
of the stochasticprocess increases,a simulationinvestigationof morecomplicatedprocessesrapidlybecomes
very difficult. The infinite series expansion remains
tractablefor higher-dimensional
processes,however,and
may be useful when largersystemsare studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tauchen'sarticle is a very nice study of the small
sample propertiesof generalizedmethod of moments
(GMM) estimatorsfor a dynamicstochasticnonlinear
econometricmodel. The parameterestimatesfor such
a model must be calculatedusing numericalmethods
andthe smallsamplepropertiesdeducedvia MonteCarlo
methods. Although the results reportedin this article
appearto be quite limitedin scope, they are important
becausethey are the first set of resultsabout the small

samplepropertiesof GMMestimatorsfor dynamicnonlinearmodels. Priorto this study,the only set of results
availablerelied exclusivelyon asymptoticdistribution
theory.
My commentsare dividedinto three segments.First,
I make some general remarksabout the GMM methodologyfor modelssuch as the one studiedhere. Next,
I make some specificcommentsabout some of the results reportedin Tauchen'sarticle.Finally, I comment
on approximationissues and nonparametricmaximum
likelihoodestimators.
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2. GMM ESTIMATION
AND INFERENCE
Nonlinearstochasticdynamicmodels have provedto
be formidableto solve analyticallyor even numerically.
This led many researchersto use limited information
methodsfor estimatingpreferenceparametersand testing overidentifyingmomentrestrictions.The limitedinformationestimatorsused have instrumentalvariables
estimatorsas antecedentsand can be viewed as special
cases of GMM estimators.When appliedto the study
of nonlinearmodels, such estimatorsare tractableto
implementin practiceas long as the numberof underlying parametersof interest is small. The estimation
method has the advantageof not requiringan explicit
solutionfor the model or requiringa specificationof a
parametriclaw of motionfor the stochasticforcingvariables in the economic model. On the other hand, for
these methodsto be applicable,some rathersevere restrictionson how unobservable(to the econometrician)
forcingvariablesenter the model must be satisfied(see
Garberand King 1984;Hansen and Singleton1982).
The GMMestimationmethod appliedin this context
does not requirean explicitsolutionfor the law of motion for the state vector (containingboth endogenous
andforcingvariables),butthisadvantageis not achieved
withoutcost. Validationof the modelvia predictiveperformanceor comparisonswith less restrictedestimated
laws of motion is not a by-productof this estimation
method.Furthermore,the parameterestimatesmaynot
be particularlyuseful withoutsimultaneouslyconsidering the impactof these parameterson hypotheticalmodificationsin the underlyingeconomicenvironment.The
only way of assessingthis impactis to calculateimplied
laws of motion for the endogenousstate variables.
In spite of these limitations, the GMM estimation
method as appliedhere may still be a useful device for
discriminationamong membersof a class of dynamic
nonlineareconometricmodels.Even thoughthe implied
law of motion for the state variablesis not analyzed
explicitly,unconditionalmomentrestrictionsare tested.
Withthisperspective,the focusof the statisticalanalysis
shiftsawayfromestimationandtowardtestingthe overidentifyingrestrictions.An extremeversionof this view
would treat the underlyingparametersas nuisanceparametersthat must be estimatedto test the impliedunconditionalmoment restrictions.
Pursuingthis line further,considerthe representative
consumermodel estimatedby Singletonand me (Hansen and Singleton 1982) and studiedby Tauchen.One
formalrationalizationfor the representativeconsumer
model allows for heterogeneityin preferencesand endowmentsamongindividualconsumersby assumingthe
existenceof a complete set of securitymarkets.In this
case, the impliedpreferencesfor the representativeconsumer are mongrel preferences,because they depend
on the initial distributionof endowmentsacross consumers. This approach to aggregation limits the interest
in the estimated preference parameters, because these
parameters will not remain invariant with respect to
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hypotheticalchangesin the underlyingeconomic environmentthat alterwealthdistributions.Testsof the moment restrictionsremainvalid even though the preference parametersceaseto havea structural
interpretation.
With this perspective, the small sample evidence reported by Tauchenon the behaviorof the tests of the
restrictionsis muchmoreinterestingthan
overidentifying
the evidencereportedon the behaviorof the parameters
estimator.

Viewing the preferenceparametersas nuisanceparametersis probablytoo extremefor two reasons.First,
if the mongrelaggregationapproachis used, thena more
nonparametricapproachto estimatingthe preference
parameterswouldseem to be appropriate.Second,there
is an alternativeapproachto aggregationthat also rationalizesa representativeconsumer.This form of aggregation,suggestedby Gorman (1953), restrictssubstantially the heterogeneity of preferences across
consumersbut only places mild restrictionson the heterogeneityof endowments(e.g., see Eichenbaum,Hansen, and Richard 1985). Under Gorman aggregation,
the preferenceparametersof the representativeconsumerno longerdependon the endowmentdistribution.
Thus the estimated parametersmay still be useful in
simulationexperiments.These simulationexercises,although requiringa solution of the dynamicmodel, do
not necessarilyrequireevaluationof this solutionfor a
largenumberof hypotheticalparametervaluesas would
be requiredfor maximumlikelihood estimation. The
parameterizationof preferencesadopted by Singleton
and me (Hansen and Singleton 1982) and by Tauchen
are consistentwith Gormanaggregation.
3. GMM ESTIMATORSTHAT HAVE
THE SMALLESTASYMPTOTIC
COVARIANCEMATRICES
There is an infinite dimensionalclass of GMM estimatorsthat can be used in estimatingthe parametersof
modelssuch as the one Tauchenstudies.In priorwork,
I derivedgreatestlower boundson the asymptoticcovariancematricesof this classof estimators(see Hansen
1985a,b).These calculationscan be viewed as time seriescounterpartsto calculationsperformedby Amemiya
(1977), Chamberlain(1983), andJorgensonandLaffont
(1974).Tauchenuses one of these boundsin his analysis
and studies the behavior of the idealized GMM estimator that attainsthis bound. One of the puzzlingaspects of his resultsis that the idealizedestimatorperformspoorlyin smallsamplesvis-a-visthe other GMM
estimatorsthat he constructsusing ad hoc choices of
instrumentalvariables.
To better understandthe nature of this finding, it
wouldbe helpfulif some subsequentresearchwere pursued. Exceptfor the idealizedestimator,all of the GMM
estimatorsconsideredby Tauchensolve minimization
problemswith a criterionfunctionthatsatisfiesthe minimum chi-squaredproperty.For instance, when these
criterionfunctionsare evaluatedat the true parameter
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value, they are distributed asymptotically as chi squares
with degrees of freedom equal to the number of orthogonality conditions. When evaluated at the parameter estimators, these criterion functions are distributed
asymptotically as chi squares with degrees of freedom
equal to the number of overidentifying restrictions. The
criterion function for the idealized estimator also could
have been chosen to have this chi-squared property;
however, a different choice of criterion function was
used by Tauchen. I would find it interesting to see comparable results for the idealized estimator obtained by
minimizing a criterion function that possesses the chisquared property just described. By modifying the criterion function in this way, one could use the asymptotic
distribution theory to help assess the behavior of the
criterion function evaluated at hypothetically true values
of the parameter. To put the idealized estimator on a
more equal footing with the other estimators, it would
also be of interest to include some additional orthogonality conditions so that the idealized criterion function
embedded overidentifying restrictions. These suggestions may not resolve Tauchen's puzzling findings, but
they could provide some additional insights.
A related set of results that I would find interesting
is a systematic report of the behavior of the criterion
functions evaluated at the true parameter value. In addition, the behavior of idealized objective functions that
use the inverse of the true asymptotic covariance matrix
of sample counterparts to the population orthogonality
conditions could be simulated. These idealized objective
functions could be evaluated at the true parameter vector. Such calculations would help in understanding divergence between the asymptotic results and the small
sample results. For instance, in cases in which the divergence is nontrivial, one could assess whether the
problem is the failure of the central limit approximation,
the use of an estimator of the true asymptotic covariance
matrix, or the nonquadratic character of the criterion
function used for estimation.
4.

APPROXIMATIONVIA MARKOV CHAINS
AND ASYMPTOTIC EFFICIENCY

Tauchen shows how to approximate stationary lognormal processes by Markov chains. Solving for the
equilibriumreturnprocess implied by the economic model
is considerablyeasier when the joint consumption growth
and dividend growth rates are components of a stationary Markov chain than when these processes are lognormally distributed. The computational advantages to
solving Markov chain models carries over to a variety
of other nonlinear rational expectations models (e.g.,
see Lucas and Stokey 1985). An alternative approach is
to adopt a convenient joint process for consumption
growth rates and equilibrium returns and to work backward and construct a corresponding dividend process.
This second approach was adopted, at least implicitly,
by Hansen and Singleton (1983). A more general ap-

proach along this same vein was suggested by Sims (1985).
Sims's approach was to impose a convenient time series
law of motion for some subset of endogenous variables
and/or multipliers for constraints and to solve backward
to deduce the implied properties of the unobserved (to
the econometrician) forcing variables. This alternative
approach makes model solution and hence estimation
considerably easier at the cost of sacrificing direct control over the behavior of the exogenous forcing processes.
The Markov chain approximation, however, is of interest for two other reasons. Chamberlain(1983) showed
that for models with independent and identically distributed observation vectors, GMM estimators can approximate arbitrarily well a nonparametric maximum
likelihood bound on the asymptotic covariance matrix.
Chamberlain's result provides a nice link between GMM
and maximum likelihood estimation. Chamberlain's
strategy for proving this result is to approximate members of a general class of distributions that satisfy conditional moment restrictions by a corresponding class of
multinominal distributions that satisfy the same conditional moment restrictions. Markov chain processes can
be viewed as the time series counterpart to the multinominal distributed random vectors used by Chamberlain for approximation. It would be of interest to investigate the extent to which Chamberlain's conclusions
carry over to GMM estimation of time series models.
An approach to this problem might entail extending the
approximationfrom parametricfamiliesof processes (e.g.,
lognormal processes) to more general Markov processes.
The following is a second reason. I have already argued that a disadvantage of GMM estimation as applied
here is that it does not result in an estimated time series
law of motion, whereas a nonparametric maximum likelihood approach would result in an approximate law of
motion. Rather than concentrating future research on
bootstrapping GMM estimators, it might be useful to
also investigate nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation of nonlinear time series models subject to conditional moment restrictions.
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The key contributionof Tauchen'sarticleis a method
of simulatingequilibriumasset prices in a simple exchangeeconomy. The equilibriumdistributionof asset
prices can be determinedby solving an integralfunctional equation.Tauchenuses a discreteapproximation
method to approximatesolutionsto the integralequation. His simulationtechniquescan be appliedboth to
the study of the propertiesof asset pricingmodels and
to the analysisof the samplingdistributionof various
proposedestimatorsof model parameters.
In particular,Tauchen'ssimulationproceduremakes
possible a Monte Carlo analysis of the finite sample
propertiesof Hansenand Singleton's(1982)generalized
methodof moments(GMM)estimators.The GMMprocedurehasgainedpopularitybecauseof the relativeease
of implementation[as contrastedwith maximumlikelihoodestimators(MLE's)]and becausethe GMMproceduredoes not requirespecificationof the exact probabilitymodel for the possiblyunobservedexogenousor
"driving"processes. Although Hansen (1982, 1985a)
providedasymptoticapproximationsto the distribution
of the GMMestimators,Tauchenis the firstto provide
evidenceon theirsmallsampleproperties.Furthermore,
his procedurefor simulatingartificialeconomiesappears
to have wide applicabilityto other dynamiccompetitive
equilibriumproblemsthat are much more complicated
assetpricingmodels.
thanthe simpleconsumption-based
In general, the Monte Carlo results have the same
flavor as the exact finite sample results available for
instrumentalvariables methods in the simultaneous
equationsmodel [see, e.g., Andersonand Sawa (1979)
for the case of two-stageleast squares].The estimator
of the riskaversionparameterexhibitssubstantialsmall
sample bias, and there appearsto be a bias-variance
trade-off.As the numberof lagged values of dividend
andconsumptiongrowthinstrumentsincreases,the bias
increaseswith a more than commensuratedecrease in
varianceso that mean squarederror (MSE) and mean
absolute deviation (MAD) decline. Perhapsthe most
strikingresult is that the test of the overidentifyingrestrictionshas a rejectionrate less than the nominalsignificancelevel. This suggeststhat the resoundingrejection of these simple time-additivemodels based on the

asymptotic distribution of these test statistics is not due
to the inadequacy of the asymptotic approximation.
As Tauchen points out, the use of discrete approximations to solve functional equations has a long history
in the physical science literature. Mehra and Prescott
(1985) were the first to use a discrete approximation
approach to these dynamic competitive equilibria in economics. They assumed that the consumption and dividend processes are discrete and solved the asset pricing
problem, whereas Tauchen regards the discrete process
as an approximation to an underlying continuous process. It is not necessary to bring these discrete methods
to bear on the simple asset pricing model, however.
A direct attack on the problem of simulating equilibrium prices exploits the fact that the first-order conditions in this model imply that, at each time period, asset
prices can be expressed as the expected discounted dividend stream.
Pt = Et

d+(u'(t+i+l)/U't+i))

(1)

_i=0

can easily be evaluated using Monte Carlo integration.
Merely draw sample paths from the process that generates {(ct, dt)}. The computations involved in producing
a realization from a simple linear time series model are
trivial, even with large numbers of assets. One suspects
very fast convergence could be obtained in computing
these integrals because of the discount factor and the
usual martingale convergence results. Thus, it might be
possible to truncate the sum at a small number of terms.
Another advantage of this approach is the built-in
check derived by taking the expectation of (1) with respect to the stationary distributions:
E[P,] =

EE dt(ut(ct+i+l)lu'(ct+i))

.

(2)

i=O

We can check the accuracy of the simulated price series
by comparing the sample mean of {PJ}with E[P,]. In
addition, error bounds are available and easily calculated for Monte Carlo integration. These bounds are
independent of the dimension of the integral. Monte

